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MODNET report on activities: Work Package VI, 2008

In the following, members of Modnet teams are identified by an asterisk
(*) when first mentioned; Modnet fellows are indicated by a double asterisk
(**); external experts and collaborators who were identified as having a close
involvement with the project in the original proposal are identified by a triple
asterisk (***).

Task VI.1: Finitely presented groups

In [A. Pillay*: On genericity and weight in the free group] it is proved
that the theory of the nonabelian free group is not strongly stable, namely
some type has infinite weight. In fact it is shown that the (unique) generic
type has infinite weight.

Task VI.3: Pseudofinite groups

The preprint [M.W. Liebeck, HD.Macpherson*: Primitive permutation
groups of bounded orbital diameter] was completed, and is currently being
revised. The main result is a description (slightly less than a classification)
of infinite families of finite ‘uniformly’ primitive permutation groups (i.e for
which there is a fixed upper bound on diameters of orbital graphs). There is
a corresponding description of primitive omega-saturated pseudofinite per-
mutation groups. The proof uses substantial group theory, and also model-
theoretic results of Elwes and Ryten reported in VI.2. A key ingredient is
that if C is a class of finite simple groups of fixed Lie type, then maximal
subgroups of groups G in C are ‘uniformly definable’ in G, provided they
are not ‘subfield’ subgroups. There are other uniform definability results for
finite simple groups (e.g. for irreducible representations of restricted weight)
and for simple algebraic groups, and an application to distance transitive
graphs.

In separate work, Elwes, Jaligot*, Macpherson and Ryten have proved
a number of results about pseudofinite groups with supersimple finite rank
theory (and a small extra assumption). For example, rank 2 groups are
soluble by finite (proved without the classification of finite simple groups),
and groups acting definably and primitively on a rank 1 set are described
(using CFSG). There are also results on soluble subgroups of groups definable
in supersimple theories.

Dello Stritto (Leeds), a MODNET ESR in Lyon in 2008, is about to
submit his PhD thesis, classifying Moufang generalised quadrangles with
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supersimple finite rank theory, and showing that the finite ones fall into
‘asymptotic classes’.

Task VI.4 Modules

Work done by Puninskaya***, Puninski* and Toffalori* over the period
of the contract has shed a great deal of light on the long-standing question
of the relation between the algebraic dichotomy tame/wild for rings and the
decidable/undecidable dichotomy for the corresponding theories of modules,
in particular Puninski and Toffalori made substantial progress on the open
problem of classifying those finite commutative rings with decidable theory
of modules.

S. L’Innocente**, Herzog, Macintyre*** and Point* have exended and
deepened the original results of Herzog on the theory of finite dimensional
representations of the Lie algebra sl(2, k) where k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic 0. In particular decidability of this theory has been
proved modulo some widely believed conjectures about integer points on
curves. Recently [S. L’Innocente***, A. Macintyre***, F. Point*, Possible
exponentiations over the universal enveloping algebra of sl2k, Preprint] in-
vestigate non-standard exponentiations on the universal enveloping algebra
of sl(2, C) when C is the complex field.

The rings over which the structure of pure-injective modules, especially
indecomposables (Prest and Puniski) and superdecomposables (Puninski,
Puniskaya and Toffalori) is known have been greatly extended. Puniski, with
Dubrovin and Prihoda have used techniques from the model theory of mod-
ules to classify infinitely generated projective and pure-projective modules in
previously apparently intractable cases.

The functorial approach to model theory, its relations with accessible
category theory and topos theory, in particular the extension of the Ziegler
spectrum and surrounding ideas has been considerably advanced by Prest*
and Rajani. A monograph due to be published in 2009 and a Memoir of the
American Mathematical Society, both written by Prest, will give accounts of
the settled parts of this theory.

Applications of results originating in the model theory of modules have
been applied by Garkusha** and Prest, as well as by Hovey, Lockridge and
Puninski to derived categories, the category-theoretic side of algebraic geom-
etry and homotopy theory.
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